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Dark Energy or local acceleration?
Antonio Feolia and Elmo Benedetto a
Abstract
We find that an observer with a suitable acceleration relative to the
frame comoving with the cosmic fluid, in the context of the FRW decel-
erating universe, measures the same cosmological redshift as the ΛCDM
model. The estimated value of this acceleration is β ≃ 1.4 × 10−9m/s2.
The problem of a too high peculiar velocity can be solved assuming, for
the observer, a sort of helical motion.
a Department of Engineering, University of Sannio, Piazza Roma 21, 82100–
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1 Introduction
This work has been motivated by the papers by Tsagas [1],[2],[3],[4] which dis-
cuss the possibility that peculiar velocities relative to the Hubble flow can simu-
late a change in the expansion rate of the universe. For example an observer in
Milky Way, that has a drift flow of 600Km/s relative to the comoving cosmo-
logical frame, can measure accelerated expansion within a decelerating universe.
In a recent paper Tsagas [5] underlines that the peculiar velocities can be ”well
in excess of those anticipated by the current cosmological paradigm” both due
to ”dark flows” [6],[7],[8],[9] and to ”bulk flows” [10],[11],[12] and also that many
authors have already considered a possible anisotropy in the dark energy and
the existence of a preferential axis in Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
Indeed they assume that the cosmic acceleration is not uniform in all direc-
tions and the universe could expand faster in some directions than in others
[13],[14],[15],[16],[17]. Hence there are a series of discussions and new proposals
about the Dark Energy paradigm. If an alternative scenario is possible, we want
to follow Tsagas’ idea but we take a different approach.
The analysis of the motion of a body with a constant proper acceleration in
the x-direction of Minkowski spacetime can be found in many textbooks and it is
called ”hyperbolic motion”, because its plot in the (x, ct) plane is a rectangular
hyperbola [18],[19]. This fact was first noted by Minkowski [20] and then by Born
[21] who also coined its name, but today the metric of uniformly accelerated
observers is known as Rindler Spacetime. Rindler in fact, in 1960, generalized
the concept of hyperbolic motion to an arbitrary curved spacetime, applied
this result to Schwarzschild and de Sitter spacetimes [22] and then studied the
relation with Kruskal Space [23]. We want to use his approach to show how a
1
local acceleration of the observer’s reference frame can simulate some effects of
a global acceleration of the expansion of galaxies due to the action of a dark
energy. We underline again that, at this stage, the aim of the paper is ”to
simulate some effects of global acceleration” not to present a complete theory
that is alternative to the Dark Energy hypothesis.
2 Generalized hyperbolic motion
Summarizing the Rindler approach [22], he considers a particle having world-
line xµ(τ ) and defines the corresponding velocity Uµ = dxµ/dτ and acceleration
Aµ built through covariant derivative with respect to the proper time of the
accelerated observer τ
Aµ =
DUµ
dτ
=
d2xµ
dτ2
+ Γµνσ
dxν
dτ
dxσ
dτ
(1)
Then he studies the dynamics of a uniformly accelerated frame such that
AµAµ = −α2 = constant (2)
Rindler shows that the hyperbolic motion in curved spacetime satisfies the equa-
tion
DAµ
dτ
=
α2
c2
Uµ. (3)
The above equation has, as a first integral, the solution
Uµ = c
(
cosh
ατ
c
)
Lµ + c
(
sinh
ατ
c
)
Mµ (4)
where the four-vectors Lµ and Mµ are such that DLµ/dτ = DMµ/dτ = 0,
LµLµ = 1, M
µMµ = −1 and LµMµ = 0.
In curved spacetime one must find the right expression of these two four-
vectors while in flat spacetime they assume the trivial form Lµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) and
Mµ = (0, 1, 0, 0) and, integrating again, Rindler obtains
t(τ ) =
c
α
sinh
ατ
c
(5)
and
x(τ ) =
c2
α
(
cosh
ατ
c
− 1
)
(6)
that are the transformations which relate the coordinates (t, x) of the inertial
frame with the proper time τ of the accelerated observer.
3 Global or local acceleration?
The current models of cosmology are based on the following Einstein’s equations
Rµν −
1
2
gµνR = (8πG/c
4)Tµν + Λgµν (7)
2
where Rµν is the Ricci tensor, R is the Ricci scalar, Tµν is the stress-energy
tensor, and Λ is the cosmological constant. For a standard perfect fluid
Tµν = (p+ ǫ)uµuν − pgµν (8)
where p is the pressure, ǫ the energy density and uµ the velocity of the fluid
respectively. Assuming homogeneity and isotropy, the Friedman-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) metric describes the geometry of a spacetime where the spatial
curvature k = 0, ±1 is constant
ds2 = c2dt2 − a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)
]
(9)
in which (r, θ, ϕ) are the comoving coordinates and a(t) is the scale factor. The
corresponding field equations can be written this way
..
a
a
= −4πG
3c2
(ǫ + 3p) +
Λc2
3
(10)
( .
a
a
)2
+
kc2
a2
=
8πG
3c2
ǫ+
Λc2
3
(11)
.
ǫ+ 3
( .
a
a
)
(ǫ + p) = 0 (12)
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to the cosmic time t.
It is well known that the simplest FRW model assumes, in the matter domi-
nated era, zero curvature, zero cosmological constant and zero pressure, obtain-
ing the following scale factor [24],[25]
a(t) = a0
(
t
t0
)2/3
(13)
where the subscript 0 means ”at the today time”.
At the end of the twentieth century, a series of redshift observations of distant
Type Ia Supernovae [26],[27] and the study of Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation, from COBE satellite to the last results of WMAP and Planck [28],[29]
have shown that the universe is in an accelerated phase. Therefore it has been
necessary to introduce, in the standard Friedman model, a cosmological constant
Λ 6= 0. The value of this constant is Λ ≃ 1.1×10−52m−2 as estimated by Planck
satellite data of the Cosmic Background Radiation [29]. The resulting ΛCDM
model is so used to describe the evolution of the Universe with three fundamental
ingredients: Dark Energy due to the cosmological constant, Cold Dark Matter
and Baryonic Matter. Defining a critical energy density ǫc = 3H
2
0 c
2/8πG, the
corresponding quantities of Matter and Dark Energy are divided, following the
Planck results, in Ωm = ǫ0/ǫc = 0.308 and ΩΛ = Λc
2/3H20 = 0.692 while the
estimated value of the Hubble constant is H0 = 67.8Km · s−1 ·Mpc−1. In the
3
case Λ 6= 0, the solution of equations (10) (11) and (12) for the scale factor is
[30]
a(t) = a0
(
Ωm
ΩΛ
)1/3
sinh2/3
(
3
2
√
ΩΛH0t
)
(14)
Note that for t = t0 (
Ωm
ΩΛ
)1/3
sinh2/3
(
3
2
√
ΩΛH0t0
)
= 1 (15)
from which one can compute the age of the universe
t0 =
2
3H0
√
ΩΛ
ln
(
1 +
√
ΩΛ√
Ωm
)
(16)
and, using for the constants the estimations of Planck satellite, t0 ≃ 13.85
billions of years.
Now we consider the cosmological redshift
z =
a0
a
− 1 (17)
From the equation (13), for the FRW model, the redshift is
zFRW =
(
t0
t
)2/3
− 1 (18)
Using (14) and (15) for ΛCDM model the redshift can be expressed this way
zΛCDM =
(
sinh(3
2
√
ΩΛH0t0)
sinh(3
2
√
ΩΛH0t)
)2/3
− 1 (19)
Now we suppose that we are accelerating and that the cosmic time t is related
to the proper time τ of our accelerated frame by the transformation (5). If we
apply this transformation to the time contained in the FRW redshift (18) we
obtain
z =
(
sinh(ατ0c )
sinh(ατc )
)2/3
− 1 (20)
Comparing the equations (19) and (20) we have the same cosmological redshift
as the ΛCDM model if
α =
3
2
√
ΩΛH0c (21)
If we were in flat spacetime we would be sure that α represents the acceleration
of our frame with respect to the inertial frame. But now we are accelerating
with respect to the FRW comoving frame and FRW spacetime is curved, hence
the meaning of α is not so trivial. We must explicitly calculate the covariant
acceleration in the FRW background.
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4 Determination of the acceleration
Our starting point is to preserve the equation (5) and we want to find the
corresponding accelerated motion. From the constraint UµUµ = c
2 we obtain
Uµ = c
[
cosh
(ατ
c
)
,± sinh(
ατ
c )
a(t)
, 0, 0
]
(22)
Using the Christoffel symbols of the second kind [24] Γ011 =
a
.
a
c and Γ
1
01 =
.
a
ca ,
the components of covariant acceleration are
A0 =
DU0
dτ
= α sinh
(ατ
c
)
+
c
.
a
a
sinh2
(ατ
c
)
(23)
A1 =
DU1
dτ
= ±
[
α
a
cosh
(ατ
c
)
+
c
.
a
a2
sinh
(ατ
c
)
cosh
(ατ
c
)]
(24)
from which
AµAµ = −
[
α+
c
.
a
a
sinh
(ατ
c
)]2
= −β2 (25)
From equation (13), using (5), we obtain
.
a
a
=
2
3t
=
2α
3c sinh(ατc )
(26)
So the magnitude of covariant acceleration is
β = α+
2
3
α =
5
3
α (27)
hence the motion is uniformly accelerated but the covariant acceleration has a
magnitude β different from the corresponding value in the flat case α. Note also
that AµUµ = 0 and
DAµ
dτ
=
β2
c2
Uµ. (28)
similar to the equation (3).
Anyway we are able to reproduce the same redshift of ΛCDM model with
an accelerating reference frame where
β =
5
2
√
ΩΛH0c (29)
Using again the experimental data of Planck collaboration we get β ≃ 1.37 ×
10−9m/s2. With the slightly different results of WMAP9 [28] (ΩΛ = 0.721, H0 =
70.0Km · s−1 ·Mpc−1) we have β ≃ 1.45× 10−9m/s2.
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5 The problem of peculiar velocity
In the FRW space-time the physical distance is defined as
D = a(t)r(t) (30)
and the corresponding ”physical velocity” as
dD
dt
=
·
D =
·
ar + a
·
r = HD + a
·
r (31)
This way the velocity with respect to the Hubble flow is
Vpec = a(t)
·
r(t) (32)
and the corresponding peculiar redshift zp is given by the Doppler formula:
1 + zp =
√
1 + (Vpec/c)
1− (Vpec/c) (33)
In our model, from the equation (22), we obtain
Vpec = c tanh
(ατ
c
)
(34)
Of course, if the acceleration begins at the Big Bang (t = 0), the corresponding
”peculiar velocity” today (τ = t0) acquires an enormous value (Vpec ∼ 0.8c),
but we do not know when the local acceleration has started its action (probably
during the dust era when structure formation progresses). So, a possible way to
make the value of peculiar velocity in agreement with experimental data is to
take into account a smaller time window for the action of the acceleration. An
alternative approach is to consider not only a uniformly accelerated observer,
but a more complicated motion, for example a sort of helical trajectory.
We begin writing down the metric (9) for flat spatial curvature ( k = 0 ) in
the form
ds2 = c2dt2 − a2(t) [dx2 + dy2 + dz2] . (35)
We want to obtain a helical motion, so, if we consider the translational acceler-
ated motion along the z-axis, we can describe the circular projection on the xy
plane by means of the transformations{
x = R cosωt
y = R sinωt
(36)
that, using equation (5), become{
x = R cos[ωcα sinh(
ατ
c )]
y = R sin[ωcα sinh(
ατ
c )]
(37)
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Then we obtain the components of the corresponding four-velocity using UαUα =
c2:
Uµ = {c cosh
(ατ
c
)
,−Rω sin
[ωc
α
sinh
(ατ
c
)]
cosh
(ατ
c
)
,
Rω cos
[ωc
α
sinh
(ατ
c
)]
cosh
(ατ
c
)
,
√
c2 sinh2(ατc )− a2R2ω2 cosh2(ατc )
a
} (38)
Starting from this kind of four-velocity, the new components of ”physical veloc-
ity” are 

·
DR =
√
·
D
2
x +
·
D
2
y =
√
H2 + ω2DR = H
′DR
where
·
Dy =
·
ay + a
·
y and DR = aR
·
Dz =
·
az + a
·
z = HDz + a
·
z = H ′Dz + a
·
z − (H ′ −H)Dz
(39)
In this way the ”circular motion” can be enclosed in the Hubble flow considering
an effective Hubble constant H ′ =
√
H2 + ω2 while the peculiar velocity with
respect to CMB is only due to the translational motion
Vpec = a
dτ
dt
dz
dτ
− (H ′ −H)Dz =
√
c2 tanh2(
ατ
c
)− a2R2ω2 − (H ′ −H)az (40)
that, choosing suitable constants R and ω, could be made in agreement with a
today value of Vpec ≃ 600Km/s [5]. Furthermore, the term under square root
of Vpec does not become imaginary in the last ten billions of years.
Our aim to find a local model that is alternative to a global acceleration
has been reached and we do not intend in this paper to study all the details
and consequences of our approach. Of course the covariant acceleration must
be recalculated starting from the new velocity field (38) and the model could
be improved changing assumptions or showing more rigorously the agreement
with the experimental data (fixing, for example, the values of the arbitrary
constants), but we are going to do that in a forthcoming paper.
6 Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to reproduce the behavior of cosmological red-
shift in the ΛCDM model using the FRW decelerating universe plus a suitable
local acceleration. The task to identify the origin of this unknown acceleration
is beyond the scope of this paper. We observe only that there are some in-
teresting cases in physics where the acceleration is not very far from our value
such as: the MOND critical acceleration [31]. ac ≃ 1.2× 10−10m/s2, the Sun’s
centripetal acceleration aS = (220Km/s)
2
/8Kpc ≃ 1.9×10−10m/s2 and the so
called ”Pioneer anomaly”[32]. that is a constant acceleration directed towards
the Sun of magnitude ap = (8.74± 1.33)× 10−10m/s2.
As the nature of dark energy is unknown, also the origin of the local accel-
eration (if it exists) is still dark.
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